SORTOREX
Large Capacity Coin Sorter

Sort 3,500 coins per minute
In up to 17 denominations
scancoin.com

Speed Up Your Coin Processing
Do you need to speed up your coin processing while keeping it accurate? This machine is a real heavy-duty coin sorter for mixed
batches of coins. The coin sorter gives you the freedom of counting and sorting several different currencies at the same time.
The coin sorter includes a unique electronic counting sensor technology.
Accuracy In Action

Desktop Efficiency

Apart from being a fast worker, the SORTOREX is renowned for having
the highest possible accuracy in counting, sorting and batching. It is
also exceptionally accurate for off-sorting counterfeit, foreign and
damaged coins.

The SORTOREX has been designed fordesktop use. There is no need
for space-consuming stands or special furniture. Just place it where
it suits you best and from day one the SORTOREX is a convenient
working partner.

Quickrail®

Multi-Stop Capacity

Like any other coin sorter, the SORTOREX is equipped with
Quickrail® – a fast-change sorting track. It can be changed in next to
no time and minimum maintenance is required.

The sorter features multi-stop capacity, meaning that several
denominations can be packed into bags or tubes in onestep,
eliminating unnecessary stops for packing after the coins has
been sorted. The amount of each batch can be defined and preprogrammed to meet the needs of all users.
The solution could also be equipped witha wide range of Coin lifts
for feeding the coins into the sorter in a continues and efficient way.

Easy Operation
The machine is easily operated from aclear and logical display –
designed to perfectly suit the needs of the operator It has a large
coin tray with high capacity An automatic coin feed and a cover
reducing noise and dust are otherexamples of classic ergonomics.

Superior financial
and operational control
The counter works seamlessly with the unique Cash Center processing solution, Connect Cash. The management platform offers you superior financial
and operational control of cash and brings the very most out of your new counter. Maximize the value of your business and benefit from best-in-class cash
handling technology and system.

· ERP integration
· Automatic

· Report generation reconciliation
· Financial control

Technical Specification
Weight

76.5 Kg

Dimensions (W x D x H)

1,232 x 468 x 334 mm
1,232 x 512 x 334 mm(including outlets)

Voltage

230 V/50 Hz, 115 V/60 Hz

Power

approx. 300 VA

Speed

up to 3,500 coins/min.

Diameter

16.1-31.0 mm (standard),
special diameters on request

Thickness

1.0-3.2 mm (standard)

Sorting mode of up to
nine denominations

Extra door for using coin
tubes

Clear and user-friendly
display

Connected to the
unique monitoring
software solution

The SORTOREX can be equipped with the SC 93770 coin conveyor system and different coin lifts
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